STICKER HAIR HOME CARE
Sticker hair is a wonderful introduction to extension hair. It is a semi-permanent
extension line that can be applied into the hair. Sticker extensions will last
from 4 to 6 weeks and can be reused from 2 to 3 times depending on how you
care for and maintain the Keratin adhesive tab. As with all extensions, care and
maintenance is essential to prolong the longevity of the use of sticker hair.
There are only a few rules to follow:
• Use of any products containing oil will result in Sticker hair adhesive
releasing and the sticker will fall out. We recommend that you use Di Biase
Hair care products as they are made for our extensions.
• Put hair into ponytail or braid at night before going to bed.
• Never go to bed with wet hair.
• Hair must be brushed every day with a gentle brushing motion.  Use the
Di Biase hair brush made for extension hair (refer to styling guide as to how
to brush your hair).
• When heat styling hair, be very careful not to allow heat to touch the sticker
tabs. This will cause the bond to melt.
• Styling the hair with oil free products that are made for extension hair is a
must. Consult with your stylist as to what products are safe to use.
• Make a follow up appointment with your certified stylist to have your
keratin tabs checked two weeks after having them put in.
• Always have sticker hair extensions removed by your stylist; never try to
remove them on your own.
• Never put extensions back into your hair on your own.  You must have them
put in by a certified stylist.  You could cause damage to your own hair as
well to the sticker bond.

